
Know your customer. 



WHAT IS

Direct Supplier - To - Consumer
Marketing and Promotional Service

Steamlined in store promotion
process

Increase supplier sales while obtaining valuable
marketing data. Removes delays, eliminates changes to
invoice or retailer's price book, and stays flexible after
launch

Actionable analytics on
consumers 
Sales data ( Time of day, Consumer age, gender,
zipcode, plus email and text message, etc)

Bring universal, digital coupons to
C-Store Space for the first time
Solution to Cash control risk, POS Acceptance Delays,
Costly Redemption, Clerk Fraud 



Time consuming + fragmented + limited return data

CURRENT
CHALLENGES

Process requires

Promoting to the retailer
Revising contract 
Creating and distributing in-store signage 
Adjusting invoice based on the agreed upon allowance
No proof discounting occurred
No consumer data on who bought the product during the promtion

Obstacles 

C-stored don't like coupons and rarely accept them
Fragmented c-store channels make it impossible to streamline
promotions
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (2002) 

Coupons are hard to account for and have no audit trail 
No consumer data and know way to contact and market to
consumers after the promotion is over 



PERKME
SOLUTIONS

Increase sales
Digitally promote to consumers at the pump 

Pump texts increase spending inside the store
Market to consumers long after the initial promotion 
Can be used in combos to further increase sales 

Know your customer
Get access to actinable consumer data including name,
gender, age, contact information, buying habits, associated
purchases, and more
Customer relationship continues long after promotion
Make customers feel special 

Reduce promotioal costs 
Streamlined promotional process removes delays, simplifies invoice,
eliminated pricebook changes, training, or signage requirement
Reimbursements only given for discounts
Gives supplier the ability to monitor promotion beginning to end with reports 



ABOUT PERKME

ELECTRUM THE COUPON BUREAU

Universal,
digital 
coupons

C-Store Loyalty 
Services. Expertise 
and Analytics



Founded in 1998 to provide retailers services that increase
profits, decrease payment acceptance costs, or both
Experts in POS and host processing
Premiere provider of loyalty services in the c-store market
Coast to coast retailers servicing over 1000+ convenience
stores 

*Map does not approximate full retailer list



Non-profit, managed by industry associations
Supported by JICC, ACP, FMI, CBA, CIC, Conexxus, NACS
New Standard & Process 
AI(8112)
Connected ecosystem
Serialized, Single Use
GTIN validation



HOW IT
WORKS

PUMP TEXTS QR CODE

Loyalty customer identifies themselves at
the pump by inputting their phone number
or scanning QR code

1

Customer automatically sent a text message
with an customized invitation to come inside for
a discount based on their buying history

2

Frictionless redemption (requires no clerk
training) at POS and access to consumer
data and contact information

3



Frictionless
POS 
Process

Consumer buys product like any other
transaction1

No paper coupon or mobile app necessary2

Clerk rings up the sale like any other
transaction3

Price  automatically rolls back at POS4

Consumer gets a thank you and receipt
reflects discount

5

Retailer reconciles as a loyalty discount6



Beta Test Results

$580 Gave out $580 in discounts 

June-November 2021

$6,007 Promotion produced $6,007
in additional sales

$2,152 Increase in associated
beverage sales



Performance
Dashboard

2x
Increased inside
sales and doubled
the average ticket
size

Summary Report



Maddie Jackson
Know your
customers. Age: 33

Gender: Female
Top Product: Brand A Chocolate
Key Influencers: Lottery Tickets,
coffee, breakfast bars
Target Campaign: Campaign 4



Direct-to-consumer 
 campaigns

01

02

On site

Off site

Pump texts
Pump signage
In-store signage 
Enrollment incentives
Instant discounts 

Targeted campaigns based
on customer data
Email and phone number
Customer behavior data
Omnichannel communication
with brand



www.ElectrumLoyalty.com

www.TheCouponBureau.org

PerkMe (PerkMe@ElectrumCorporation.com)


